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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MACHINE-TO-MACHINE

COMMUNICATION REGISTRATION

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. provisional application

Nos. 61/263,578 filed November 23, 2009; 61/263,758 filed November 23, 2009;

61/263,980 filed November 24, 2009; and 61/263,724 filed November 23, 2009,

the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference herein.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This application is related to wireless communications.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Machine to Machine (M2M) communication (also referred to as

"machine-type communications" or "MTC") may be seen as a form of data

communication between entities that do not necessarily need human

interaction.

[0004] In Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), system

optimization for M2M communication may be faced with major challenges

such as the explosion of M2M devices and their increased traffic load (i.e.,

increased number of operational and signaling procedures), potential cost of

upgrades versus efficient re-use of existing infrastructure and existing access

mechanisms, shortage of unique device identifiers, congestion control, and the

like. System performance and capacity to support certain number of

subscribers may depend on the number of simultaneous computations

supported by the infrastructure which are triggered by various subscriber

activities and subsequent system procedures.

SUMMARY

[0005] Methods and apparatus are disclosed for Machine to Machine

(M2M) communication (also referred to as "machine-type communications" or

"MTC") registration. The methods provide single and periodic registration and

may be device or network based. The devices in the system may be divided



into groups. For example, it may be based on geographic location. A single

device member may perform the basic access steps for the group. Other

devices may receive all the related access information on a control channel

and use the information to access the system. The devices may send their

data, get any updates, and then enter a sleep cycle. Internet addresses may

be released or maintained. Two wake up cycles may be provided, one for

control and one for uploading information (a reporting cycle). During the

control cycle, the devices may wake up and listen to the control channel for

any paging messages. Depending on the paging information, individual

devices or the entire group may access the system. In the reporting cycle, all

the devices may wake up and access the system to connect to the M2M system

to upload data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] A more detailed understanding may be had from the following

description, given by way of example in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings wherein:

[0007] FIG. 1A is a system diagram of an example communications

system in which one or more disclosed embodiments may be implemented;

[0008] FIG. IB is a system diagram of an example wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU) that may be used within the communications

system illustrated in FIG. 1A;

[0009] FIG. 1C is a system diagram of an example radio access network

and an example core network that may be used within the communications

system illustrated in FIG. 1A;

[0010] FIG. 2 is an example machine-type communication (MTC) with

an MTC server within the operator domain;

[0011] FIG. 3 is an example MTC with an MTC server outside of the

operator domain;

[0012] FIG. 4 is an example MTC without an MTC server;

[0013] FIG. 5 is an example flowchart implementing periodic

registration for MTC;



[0014] FIGs. 6A and 6B are an example flowchart implementing single

registration for MTC;

[0015] FIGs. 7A and 7B are another example flowchart implementing

single registration for MTC including Internet Protocol (IP) address release

during a sleep cycle;

[0016] FIGs. 8A and 8B are another example flowchart implementing

single registration for MTC including maintaining IP address during a sleep

cycle;

[0017] FIGs. 9A and 9B are another example flowchart implementing

single registration for MTC including maintaining IP address during a sleep

cycle and using multimedia broadcast multicast service (MBMS);

[0018] FIG. 10 is an example reporting cycle for a group of MTC

WTRUs;

[0019] FIG. 11 is an example of control period events for a group of MTC

WTRUs;

[0020] FIGs. 12A and 12B are an example flowchart implementing

network based registration for MTC including releasing IP connections during

sleep cycles; and

[0021] FIGs. 13A and 13B are an example flowchart implementing

network based registration for MTC including maintaining IP connections

during sleep cycles;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] FIG. 1A is a diagram of an example communications system 100

in which one or more disclosed embodiments may be implemented. The

communications system 100 may be a multiple access system that provides

content, such as voice, data, video, messaging, broadcast, etc., to multiple

wireless users. The communications system 100 may enable multiple wireless

users to access such content through the sharing of system resources,

including wireless bandwidth. For example, the communications systems 100

may employ one or more channel access methods, such as code division

multiple access (CDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency



division multiple access (FDMA), orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA), single -carrier

FDMA (SC-FDMA), and the like.

[0023] As shown in FIG. 1A, the communications system 100 may

include wireless transmit/receive units (WTRUs) 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d, a

radio access network (RAN) 104, a core network 106, a public switched

telephone network (PSTN) 108, the Internet 110, and other networks 112,

though it will be appreciated that the disclosed embodiments contemplate any

number of WTRUs, base stations, networks, and/or network elements. Each of

the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d may be any type of device configured to

operate and/or communicate in a wireless environment. By way of example,

the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d may be configured to transmit and/or

receive wireless signals and may include user equipment (UE), a mobile

station, a fixed or mobile subscriber unit, a pager, a cellular telephone, a

personal digital assistant (PDA), a smartphone, a laptop, a netbook, a

personal computer, a wireless sensor, consumer electronics, a machine-type

communication (MTC) device and the like.

[0024] The communications systems 100 may also include a base station

114a and a base station 114b. Each of the base stations 114a, 114b may be

any type of device configured to wirelessly interface with at least one of the

WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d to facilitate access to one or more

communication networks, such as the core network 106, the Internet 110,

and/or the networks 112. By way of example, the base stations 114a, 114b

may be a base transceiver station (BTS), a Node-B, an eNode B, a Home Node

B, a Home eNode B, a site controller, an access point (AP), a wireless router,

and the like. While the base stations 114a, 114b are each depicted as a single

element, it will be appreciated that the base stations 114a, 114b may include

any number of interconnected base stations and/or network elements.

[0025] The base station 114a may be part of the RAN 104, which may

also include other base stations and/or network elements (not shown), such as

a base station controller (BSC), a radio network controller (RNC), relay nodes,

etc. The base station 114a and/or the base station 114b may be configured to

transmit and/or receive wireless signals within a particular geographic region,



which may be referred to as a cell (not shown). The cell may further be

divided into cell sectors. For example, the cell associated with the base station

114a may be divided into three sectors. Thus, in one embodiment, the base

station 114a may include three transceivers, i.e., one for each sector of the cell.

In another embodiment, the base station 114a may employ multiple-input

multiple output (MIMO) technology and, therefore, may utilize multiple

transceivers for each sector of the cell.

[0026] The base stations 114a, 114b may communicate with one or more

of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d over an air interface 116, which may be

any suitable wireless communication link (e.g., radio frequency (RF),

microwave, infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV), visible light, etc.). The air interface

116 may be established using any suitable radio access technology (RAT).

[0027] More specifically, as noted above, the communications system

100 may be a multiple access system and may employ one or more channel

access schemes, such as CDMA, TDMA, FDMA, OFDMA, SC-FDMA, and the

like. For example, the base station 114a in the RAN 104 and the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c may implement a radio technology such as Universal Mobile

Telecommunications System (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA), which

may establish the air interface 116 using wideband CDMA (WCDMA).

WCDMA may include communication protocols such as High-Speed Packet

Access (HSPA) and/or Evolved HSPA (HSPA+). HSPA may include High-

Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and/or High-Speed Uplink Packet

Access (HSUPA).

[0028] In another embodiment, the base station 114a and the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c may implement a radio technology such as Evolved UMTS

Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA), which may establish the air interface 116

using Long Term Evolution (LTE) and/or LTE-Advanced (LTE-A).

[0029] In other embodiments, the base station 114a and the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c may implement radio technologies such as IEEE 802.16 (i.e.,

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX)), CDMA2000,

CDMA2000 IX, CDMA2000 EV-DO, Interim Standard 2000 (IS-2000), Interim

Standard 95 (IS-95), Interim Standard 856 (IS-856), Global System for Mobile



communications (GSM), Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE),

GSM EDGE (GERAN), and the like.

[0030] The base station 114b in FIG. 1A may be a wireless router, Home

Node B, Home eNode B, or access point, for example, and may utilize any

suitable RAT for facilitating wireless connectivity in a localized area, such as a

place of business, a home, a vehicle, a campus, and the like. In one

embodiment, the base station 114b and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may

implement a radio technology such as IEEE 802.11 to establish a wireless

local area network (WLAN). In another embodiment, the base station 114b

and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may implement a radio technology such as IEEE

802.15 to establish a wireless personal area network (WPAN). In yet another

embodiment, the base station 114b and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may utilize a

cellular-based RAT (e.g., WCDMA, CDMA2000, GSM, LTE, LTE-A, etc.) to

establish a picocell or femtocell. As shown in FIG. 1A, the base station 114b

may have a direct connection to the Internet 110. Thus, the base station 114b

may not be required to access the Internet 110 via the core network 106.

[0031] The RAN 104 may be in communication with the core network

106, which may be any type of network configured to provide voice, data,

applications, and/or voice over internet protocol (VoIP) services to one or more

of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d. For example, the core network 106 may

provide call control, billing services, mobile location-based services, pre-paid

calling, Internet connectivity, video distribution, etc., and/or perform high-

level security functions, such as user authentication. Although not shown in

FIG. 1A, it will be appreciated that the RAN 104 and/or the core network 106

may be in direct or indirect communication with other RANs that employ the

same RAT as the RAN 104 or a different RAT. For example, in addition to

being connected to the RAN 104, which may be utilizing an E-UTRA radio

technology, the core network 106 may also be in communication with another

RAN (not shown) employing a GSM radio technology.

[0032] The core network 106 may also serve as a gateway for the

WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d to access the PSTN 108, the Internet 110,

and/or other networks 112. The PSTN 108 may include circuit-switched



telephone networks that provide plain old telephone service (POTS). The

Internet 110 may include a global system of interconnected computer

networks and devices that use common communication protocols, such as the

transmission control protocol (TCP), user datagram protocol (UDP) and the

internet protocol (IP) in the TCP/IP internet protocol suite. The networks 112

may include wired or wireless communications networks owned and/or

operated by other service providers. For example, the networks 112 may

include another core network connected to one or more RANs, which may

employ the same RAT as the RAN 104 or a different RAT.

[0033] Some or all of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d in the

communications system 100 may include multi-mode capabilities, i.e., the

WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d may include multiple transceivers for

communicating with different wireless networks over different wireless links.

For example, the WTRU 102c shown in FIG. 1A may be configured to

communicate with the base station 114a, which may employ a cellular-based

radio technology, and with the base station 114b, which may employ an IEEE

802 radio technology.

[0034] FIG. I B is a system diagram of an example WTRU 102. As

shown in FIG. IB, the WTRU 102 may include a processor 118, a transceiver

120, a transmit/receive element 122, a speaker/microphone 124, a keypad 126,

a display/touchpad 128, non-removable memory 130, removable memory 132,

a power source 134, a global positioning system (GPS) chipset 136, and other

peripherals 138. It will be appreciated that the WTRU 102 may include any

sub-combination of the foregoing elements while remaining consistent with an

embodiment.

[0035] The processor 118 may be a general purpose processor, a special

purpose processor, a conventional processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), a

plurality of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in association with a

DSP core, a controller, a microcontroller, Application Specific Integrated

Circuits (ASICs), Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGAs) circuits, any other

type of integrated circuit (IC), a state machine, and the like. The processor

118 may perform signal coding, data processing, power control, input/output



processing, and/or any other functionality that enables the WTRU 102 to

operate in a wireless environment. The processor 118 may be coupled to the

transceiver 120, which may be coupled to the transmit/receive element 122.

While FIG. IB depicts the processor 118 and the transceiver 120 as separate

components, it will be appreciated that the processor 118 and the transceiver

120 may be integrated together in an electronic package or chip.

[0036] The transmit/receive element 122 may be configured to transmit

signals to, or receive signals from, a base station (e.g., the base station 114a)

over the air interface 116. For example, in one embodiment, the

transmit/receive element 122 may be an antenna configured to transmit

and/or receive RF signals. In another embodiment, the transmit/receive

element 122 may be an emitter/detector configured to transmit and/or receive

IR, UV, or visible light signals, for example. In yet another embodiment, the

transmit/receive element 122 may be configured to transmit and receive both

RF and light signals. It will be appreciated that the transmit/receive element

122 may be configured to transmit and/or receive any combination of wireless

signals.

[0037] In addition, although the transmit/receive element 122 is

depicted in FIG. I B as a single element, the WTRU 102 may include any

number of transmit/receive elements 122. More specifically, the WTRU 102

may employ MIMO technology. Thus, in one embodiment, the WTRU 102

may include two or more transmit/receive elements 122 (e.g., multiple

antennas) for transmitting and receiving wireless signals over the air

interface 116.

[0038] The transceiver 120 may be configured to modulate the signals

that are to be transmitted by the transmit/receive element 122 and to

demodulate the signals that are received by the transmit/receive element 122.

As noted above, the WTRU 102 may have multi-mode capabilities. Thus, the

transceiver 120 may include multiple transceivers for enabling the WTRU 102

to communicate via multiple RATs, such as UTRA and IEEE 802.11, for

example.



[0039] The processor 118 of the WTRU 102 may be coupled to, and may

receive user input data from, the speaker/microphone 124, the keypad 126,

and/or the display/touchpad 128 (e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD) display

unit or organic light- emitting diode (OLED) display unit). The processor 118

may also output user data to the speaker/microphone 124, the keypad 126,

and/or the display/touchpad 128. In addition, the processor 118 may access

information from, and store data in, any type of suitable memory, such as the

non-removable memory 130 and/or the removable memory 132. The n on

removable memory 130 may include random-access memory (RAM), read-only

memory (ROM), a hard disk, or any other type of memory storage device. The

removable memory 132 may include a subscriber identity module (SIM) card,

a memory stick, a secure digital (SD) memory card, and the like. In other

embodiments, the processor 118 may access information from, and store data

in, memory that is not physically located on the WTRU 102, such as on a

server or a home computer (not shown).

[0040] The processor 118 may receive power from the power source 134,

and may be configured to distribute and/or control the power to the other

components in the WTRU 102. The power source 134 may be any suitable

device for powering the WTRU 102. For example, the power source 134 may

include one or more dry cell batteries (e.g., nickel- cadmium (NiCd), nickel-zinc

(NiZn), nickel metal hydride (NiMH), lithium-ion (Li-ion), etc.), solar cells, fuel

cells, and the like.

[0041] The processor 118 may also be coupled to the GPS chipset 136,

which may be configured to provide location information (e.g., longitude and

latitude) regarding the current location of the WTRU 102. In addition to, or in

lieu of, the information from the GPS chipset 136, the WTRU 102 may receive

location information over the air interface 116 from a base station (e.g., base

stations 114a, 114b) and/or determine its location based on the timing of the

signals being received from two or more nearby base stations. It will be

appreciated that the WTRU 102 may acquire location information by way of

any suitable location- determination method while remaining consistent with

an embodiment.



[0042] The processor 118 may further be coupled to other peripherals

138, which may include one or more software and/or hardware modules that

provide additional features, functionality and/or wired or wireless

connectivity. For example, the peripherals 138 may include an accelerometer,

an e-compass, a satellite transceiver, a digital camera (for photographs or

video), a universal serial bus (USB) port, a vibration device, a television

transceiver, a hands free headset, a Bluetooth® module, a frequency

modulated (FM) radio unit, a digital music player, a media player, a video

game player module, an Internet browser, and the like.

[0043] FIG. 1C is a system diagram of the RAN 104 and the core

network 106 according to an embodiment. As noted above, the RAN 104 may

employ an E-UTRA radio technology to communicate with the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c over the air interface 116. The RAN 104 may also be in

communication with the core network 106.

[0044] The RAN 104 may include eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c, though it

will be appreciated that the RAN 104 may include any number of eNode-Bs

while remaining consistent with an embodiment. The eNode-Bs 140a, 140b,

140c may each include one or more transceivers for communicating with the

WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c over the air interface 116. In one embodiment, the

eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may implement MIMO technology. Thus, the

eNode-B 140a, for example, may use multiple antennas to transmit wireless

signals to, and receive wireless signals from, the WTRU 102a.

[0045] Each of the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may be associated with a

particular cell (not shown) and may be configured to handle radio resource

management decisions, handover decisions, scheduling of users in the uplink

and/or downlink, and the like. As shown in FIG. 1C, the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b,

140c may communicate with one another over an X2 interface.

[0046] The core network 106 shown in FIG. 1C may include a mobility

management gateway (MME) 142, a serving gateway 144, and a packet data

network (PDN) gateway 146. While each of the foregoing elements are

depicted as part of the core network 106, it will be appreciated that any one of



these elements may be owned and/or operated by an entity other than the core

network operator.

[0047] The MME 142 may be connected to each of the eNode-Bs 142a,

142b, 142c in the RAN 104 via an Si interface and may serve as a control

node. For example, the MME 142 may be responsible for authenticating users

of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, bearer activation/deactivation, selecting a

particular serving gateway during an initial attach of the WTRUs 102a, 102b,

102c, and the like. The MME 142 may also provide a control plane function

for switching between the RAN 104 and other RANs (not shown) that employ

other radio technologies, such as GSM or WCDMA.

[0048] The serving gateway 144 may be connected to each of the eNode

Bs 140a, 140b, 140c in the RAN 104 via the Si interface. The serving gateway

144 may generally route and forward user data packets to/from the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c. The serving gateway 144 may also perform other functions,

such as anchoring user planes during inter-eNode B handovers, triggering

paging when downlink data is available for the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c,

managing and storing contexts of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, and the like.

[0049] The serving gateway 144 may also be connected to the PDN

gateway 146, which may provide the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c with access to

packet- switched networks, such as the Internet 110, to facilitate

communications between the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c and IP-enabled

devices.

[0050] The core network 106 may facilitate communications with other

networks. For example, the core network 106 may provide the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c with access to circuit- switched networks, such as the PSTN 108, to

facilitate communications between the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c and

traditional land-line communications devices. For example, the core network

106 may include, or may communicate with, an IP gateway (e.g., an IP

multimedia subsystem (IMS) server) that serves as an interface between the

core network 106 and the PSTN 108. In addition, the core network 106 may

provide the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c with access to the networks 112, which



may include other wired or wireless networks that are owned and/or operated

by other service providers.

[0051] Machine to Machine (M2M) communication (also referred to as

"machine-type communications" or "MTC") may be used in a variety of areas.

In the area of security, M2M communication may be used in surveillance

systems, in backup of telephone landlines, in the control of physical accesses

(e.g. to buildings), and in car/driver security. In the area of tracking and

tracing, M2M communication may be used for fleet management, order

management, Pay As You Drive (PAYD) applications, asset tracking,

navigation, traffic information applications, road tolling, traffic optimization,

and steering. In the area of payment systems, M2M communication may be

used in point of sales, vending machines, customer loyalty applications, and

gaming machines. In healthcare, M2M communication may be used for

remotely monitoring vital signs, supporting the elderly or handicapped, in web

access telemedicine points, and in remote diagnostics. In the area of remote

maintenance/control, M2M communication may be used in programmable

logic controllers (PLCs), sensors, lighting, pumps, valves, elevator control,

vending machine control, and vehicle diagnostics. In the area of metering,

M2M communication may be used in applications related to power, gas, water,

heating, grid control, and industrial metering. Additionally, M2M

communication based on machine type communication (MTC) technology may

be used in areas such as customer service.

[0052] M2M communication may be used to implement PAYD systems

in the area of car insurance. For example, an insurance company may charge

a driver of a car based on the usage of the car, instead of on a fixed premium.

To accomplish this, the car is equipped with a M2M wireless transmit/receive

unit (WTRU), a GPS device, and various other sensors that transmit the data

to the insurance company. The M2M WTRU may include a Universal

Integrated Circuit Card (UICC). The insurance company may set the rate

charged to the driver based on the received data. The insurance company may

have a contract with the operator of the wireless network by which the M2M

WTRU communicates, to allow the WTRU to use the operator's network.



[0053] In the area of tracking and tracing, a car rental company may

equip a car with a M2M WTRU to obtain information about the location of the

car as it is driven. In the building industry, for example, M2M WTRUs may be

used to keep track of expensive tools or other equipment. In the oil industry,

M2M WTRUs may be used to keep track of containers.

[0054] Many metering devices remain largely untouched after their

installation. In some industries, for example, an installed meter may remain

untouched for eight or more years after installation. In such a circumstance,

the IUCCs in the M2M WTRUs need to be protected. If this is not properly

accomplished, it may be possible for the connection to the utility to be cut,

thereby facilitating fraud. Additionally, if the utility and/or the operator of the

wireless network by which the M2M WTRU communications change, problems

may occur. For example, if the utility customer changes their utility supplier

from one company to another, the new utility supplier may not have a contract

with the same network operator as the original utility supplier. This

circumstance may be addressed by complex accounting mechanisms, or the

new utility company may need to send out a service person to install a new

M2M WTRU or configure the installed M2M WTRU. However, both of these

approaches are costly and error-prone.

[0055] Depending on its implementation, M2M communication may be

different from some current communication models. For example, M2M

communication may involve new or different market scenarios. M2M

communications may also differ from some current technologies in that M2M

communication may involve a large number of WTRUs, and/or may involve

very little traffic per WTRU. Additionally, relative to some current

technologies, M2M communication may involve lower costs and less effort to

deploy.

[0056] M2M communications may take advantage of deployed wireless

networks based on Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) technologies

such as Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Universal Mobile

Telecommunications System (UMTS), Long Term Evolution (LTE), and/or

other technologies such as those developed by the Institute for Institute of



Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and 3GPP2. M2M

communications may use networks based on these technologies to deliver

business solutions in a cost-effective manner. In a circumstance involving

ubiquitous deployment of wireless networks, the availability of the wireless

networks may facilitate and/or encourage the deployment and use of M2M

WTRUs. Additionally, further enhancements to these technologies may

provide additional opportunities for the deployment of M2M-based solutions.

Table 1 summarizes the above described implementations for MTC

applications.

TABLE 1G

[0057] FIGs. 2-4 show different example architectures for MTC

applications. FIG. 2 shows an example MTC architecture 200 that includes an



MTC server 210 inside an operator domain 220. A group of MTC devices 230

may communicate with the MTC server 210. The MTC server 210 may

communicate with the public land mobile network (PLMN) and to MTC

devices 230 via the PLMN. The MTC server 210 may communicate via an

application programming interface (API) 235 with a MTC user 240 and may

perform services for the MTC user 240. Each MTC device 230 may be a

WTRU equipped for machine-type communication. The MCT server 210 may

also be referred to as a machine to machine (M2M) server and a M2M

operator. Although the examples and embodiments described herein refer to

MTC device, the term WTRU may also be used.

[0058] FIG. 3 shows an example MTC architecture 300 that includes an

MTC server 310 located outside of an operator domain 320. A group of MTC

devices 330 may communicate with the MTC server 310. The MTC server 310

may be coupled to a MTC user 340. The group of MTC devices 330 may

communicate through an operator domain 320, which may communicate with

the MTC server 310.

[0059] FIG. 4 shows an example MTC architecture 400 wherein MTC

devices may communicate directly without an intermediate MTC server. A

first group of MTC devices 430 may communicate through an operator domain

A 410. A second group of MTC devices 440 may communicate through

operator domain B 420. Operator domain A 410 and operator domain B 420

may communicate with each other, which enables the first group of MTC

devices 430 to communicate with the second group of MTC devices 440 via

their respective operator domains (operator domain A 410 and operator

domain B 420 ) without an intermediate MTC server.

[0060] FIG. 5 is an example flowchart 500 implementing a periodic

registration process for MTC. In this process, a group of MTC devices may

belong to the same cell, area or geographic location. The group may use a

group based international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) for 3GPP

authorization and authentication and the registration process may be denied

if an incorrect IMSI is provided by the MTC devices. For each group IMSI

there may exist a group Mobile Subscriber Integrated Services Digital



Network Number (group MSISDN) correspondent for addressing the MTC

devices. Individual MTC devices within the group of MTC devices may use

the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to

transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. An individual uniform resource identifier (URI) may

be used as an identifier for identifying MTC devices within a group of MTC

devices. The URI may be based on account numbers.

[0061] In addition, one MTC device may perform registration, for

example an IMSI attachment procedure, on behalf of the MTC device group.

This MTC device may be referred to as an alpha MTC device. The alpha MTC

device may be selected either by the network (by polling each device

separately or by sending a transmission sequence), randomly (each device

selects a random number through a hashing algorithm to determine its

transmission time), by pre-configurations (during initial setup of the system

and the devices), or some combination thereof. The alpha MTC device may

receive resources including radio resource controller (RRC) resources, a

packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet protocol (IP)

addresses and the like. In case of an alpha MTC device failure, another MTC

device may perform the alpha MTC device activities. Detection of an alpha

MTC device failure may be performed by the network or by the MTC devices.

[0062] The periodic registration process is applicable once all MTC

devices are powered up (502). Registration is done periodically based upon a

wake up cycle/sleep cycle (580, 590). Once periodic registration has been

initiated, the MTC device determines if it is an alpha MTC device (504). If the

MTC device is the alpha MTC device, then radio resources may be obtained

(506) and the M2M(x) registration process may be initiated (508).

Authorization and authentication of the alpha MTC device may then be

performed (510).

[0063] The alpha MTC device then determines the success of the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes (512).

If the M2M(x) registration process and/or authorization and authentication

process are not successful, registration and authentication may be retried for a



specified number of times (514). A new alpha MTC device may be designated

after the specified number of retries has been exhausted (516). If the number

of retries has been exhausted for the new alpha MTC device, then the M2M(x)

registration and/or authorization and authentication processes may be

aborted. Alternatively, if the number of retries for all designated alpha MTC

devices has been exhausted, then the M2M(x) registration and/or

authorization and authentication processes may be aborted.

[0064] A group based P-TMSI (518), M2M(x) based IP addresses (520),

and user plane radio resource information (522) may be obtained if the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes has

been successful. The alpha MTC device may then use a URI to perform M2M

service registrations (524). The URI may be based on M2M(x) account

numbers. The alpha MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using the account based URI (526). Control information updates

are then obtained by the alpha MTC device (528). The control information

may be any type of control information such as configuration data and the

like.

[0065] In the case where the MTC device is the alpha MTC device (530),

the alpha MTC device waits for the last MTC device of the group to transmit

its information to the M2M(x) server (532). After the last MTC device has

transmitted or uploaded its information, the alpha MTC device may release

radio resources and release IP addresses (534). The alpha MTC device then

goes into a sleep cycle (580).

[0066] If the MTC device is not the alpha MTC device, then the MTC

device may initiate the M2M state machine and listen to the control channel

(536). Upon successful completion of the alpha MTC device registration (538),

each of the non-alpha MTC devices may obtain the group based P-TMSI (540),

M2M(x) based IP address (542), and user plane radio resource information

(544). As stated above, each MTC device within the group of MTC devices

may use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP)

addresses to transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile

subscriber identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. Each non-alpha MTC device then waits



for its designated transmission time (546). The transmission time may be

random, pre-configured, polling function, based on a hash function using its

identifier and the like.

[0067] The non-alpha MTC device may then check, via its configuration

data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-alpha MTC device to

register with the M2M server (548). If registration may be needed, then each

non-alpha MTC device may use a URI to perform M2M service registrations

(524). The URI may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The non-alpha

MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the

account based URI (526). If registration may not be needed, then each non-

alpha MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using

the account based URI (526). Each non-alpha MTC device may then update

its control information (528) and go into a sleep cycle (580). The sleep cycle

may be followed by a wake up cycle (590), after which the periodic registration

process starts again. As described herein, the wake up cycle (590) may have

control cycles and reporting cycles. The wake up cycle may be scheduled by

the network, randomly by the MTC devices, pre-configured and combinations

thereof.

[0068] FIGs. 6A and 6B are an example flowchart 600 implementing a

single registration process for MTC. Registration may be performed once

upon system power up. In this process, a group of MTC devices may belong to

the same cell, area or geographic location. The group may use a group based

international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) for 3GPP authorization and

authentication and the registration process may be denied if an incorrect IMSI

is provided by the MTC devices. Individual MTC devices within the group of

MTC devices may use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol

(IP) addresses to transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile

subscriber identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. An individual uniform resource identifier

(URI) may be used as an identifier for identifying MTC devices within a group

of MTC devices. The URI may be based on account numbers. Account

numbers, for example, may be additional identifiers such as extensions

numbers, or the like.



[0069] In addition, one MTC device may perform registration, for

exmaple an IMSI attachment procedure, on behalf of the MTC device group.

This MTC device may be referred to as an alpha MTC device. The alpha MTC

device may be selected either by the network, randomly, by pre-configurations,

or some combination thereof. The alpha MTC device may receive resources

including radio resource controller (RRC) resources, a packet-temporary

mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet protocol (IP) addresses and the

like. In case of an alpha MTC device failure, another MTC device may perform

the alpha MTC device activities. Detection of an alpha MTC device failure

may be performed by the network or by the MTC devices.

[0070] The single registration process is applicable once all MTC devices

are powered up (602). Once single registration has been initiated, the MTC

device determines if it is an alpha MTC device (604). If the MTC device is the

alpha MTC device, then radio resources may be obtained (606) and the

M2M(x) registration process may be initiated (608). Authorization and

authentication of the alpha MTC device may then be performed (610).

[0071] The alpha MTC device then determines the success of the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes (612),

where x represents a counter. If the M2M(x) registration process and/or

authorization and authentication process are not successful, registration and

authentication may be retried for a specified number of times (614). A new

alpha MTC device may be designated after the specified number of retries has

been exhausted (616). If the number of retries has been exhausted for the new

alpha MTC device, then the M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and

authentication processes may be aborted. Alternatively, if the number of

retries for all designated alpha MTC devices has been exhausted, then the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes may

be aborted.

[0072] A group based P-TMSI (618), M2M(x) based IP addresses (620),

and user plane radio resource information (622) may be obtained if the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes has

been successful. The alpha MTC device may then use a URI to perform M2M



service registrations (624). The URI may be based on M2M(x) account

numbers. The alpha MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using the account based URI (626). Control information updates

are then obtained by the alpha MTC device (628). The control information

may be any type of control information such as configuration data and the

like.

[0073] In the case where the MTC device is the alpha MTC device (630),

the alpha MTC device waits for the last MTC device of the group to transmit

its information to the M2M(x) server (632). After the last MTC device has

transmitted or uploaded its information, the alpha MTC device may release

radio resources and IP addresses but remains registered with the M2M

operator (634). The alpha MTC device then goes into a sleep cycle (660).

[0074] If the MTC device is not the alpha MTC device, then the MTC

device may initiate the M2M state machine and listen to the control channel

(636). Upon successful completion of the alpha MTC device registration (638),

each of the non-alpha MTC devices may obtain the group based P-TMSI (640),

M2M(x) based IP address (642), and user plane radio resource information

(644). As stated above, each MTC device within the group of MTC devices

may use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP)

addresses to transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile

subscriber identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. Each non-alpha MTC device then waits

for its designated transmission time (646). The transmission time may be

random, pre-configured, polling function, based on a hash function using its

identifier and the like.

[0075] The non-alpha MTC device may then check, via its configuration

data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-alpha MTC device to

register with the M2M server (648). If registration may be needed, then each

non-alpha MTC device may use a URI to perform M2M service registrations

(624). The URI may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The non-alpha

MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the

account based URI (626). If registration may not be needed, then each non-

alpha MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using



the account based URI (626). Each non-alpha MTC device may then update

its control information (628) and go into a sleep cycle (660).

[0076] The sleep cycle (660) may then be followed by a periodic wake up

cycle (662). The MTC devices wake up during the periodic wake up cycle and

may also listen to a control channel for system updates. The wake up cycle

may be scheduled by the network, randomly by the MTC devices, pre-

configured and combinations thereof. Polling by the network may be done

using control channel signaling or using traffic channel in-band signaling.

The wake up cycle may have control cycles and reporting cycles. In control

cycles where the MTC device groups wakes up, the MTC devices may not have

to register again with a 3GPP system control channel and may wait for any

updates on the control channel. An IP address may or may not be allocated

during the control cycle. Each individual MTC device may be updated using a

paging/broadcast message using IMSI/P-TMSI + account numbers. If paged

and instructed to connect, an individual MTC device may perform system

access requesting RRC connection and IP allocation to connect to the M2M

Access Server (M2M AS). In reporting cycles, control may be performed using

the traffic channel signaling on top of IP. For example, if the system needs to

perform maintenance operations, software upgrades or download new

information/configuration, then these operations may be done during the

reporting period after or before the devices upload their data to the system.

Individual MTC devices may be allocated different Local IP addresses within

3GPP for the duration of a reporting cycle. Additional IP addresses may be

allocated in order to allow for multiple simultaneous accesses for the group to

reduce the reporting time.

[0077] In particular, each MTC device determines if the wake up cycle is

a control cycle or a reporting cycle (664). If it is a control cycle, the MTC

device determines if a page/broadcast message has been sent as discussed

above (666). If a page/broadcast message has not been sent, then the MTC

device goes back into the sleep cycle and waits for the next wake up cycle

(662). If a page/broadcast message has been sent, the group identifier (e.g.,

group MSISDN) matches those of the group, then the MTC device determines



if it is a group page (668). If it is a group page/broadcast, then the MTC device

is an alpha MTC device (670) and if it is not a group page/broadcast, then the

MTC device acts as an alpha MTC device (672). The information in the

page/broadcast may specify a single device or it may be addressed to the

group. In the latter case, the alpha device which may be previously configured

would respond. Other devices (not alpha) would wait to start their

transmission. This may depend on system setup configuration. In either case,

the alpha or acting alpha MTC device may then obtain radio resources (674),

obtain M2M(x) based IP address (676), and obtain user plane radio resource

information (678).

[0078] The alpha or acting alpha MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs the alpha or acting

alpha MTC device to register with the M2M operator (680). If registration

may be needed, then the alpha or acting alpha MTC device may use a URI to

perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the alpha or acting alpha

MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the

account based URI (682). The alpha or acting alpha MTC device waits for the

last MTC device of the group to transmit (684). After the last MTC device has

transmitted or uploaded its information, the alpha or acting alpha MTC device

may release radio resources and IP addresses but remains registered with the

M2M operator (686). The alpha or acting alpha MTC device then goes into a

sleep cycle (660).

[0079] If it is a reporting cycle and the MTC device is an alpha MTC

device (670), then the alpha MTC device may then obtain radio resources

(674), obtain M2M(x) based IP address (676), and obtain user plane radio

resource information (678). The alpha MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs the alpha MTC

device to register with the M2M operator (680). If registration may be needed,

then the alpha MTC device may use a URI to perform M2M service

registrations. The alpha MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using the account based URI (682). The alpha MTC device then

waits for the last MTC device of the group to transmit (684). After the last



MTC device has transmitted or uploaded its information, the alpha MTC

device may then release radio resources and IP addresses but remains

registered with the M2M operator (686). The alpha MTC device then goes into

a sleep cycle (660).

[0080] If it is a reporting cycle and the MTC device is a non-alpha MTC

device (688), then the non-alpha MTC device obtains user plane radio resource

information (678). The non-alpha MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-alpha MTC

device to register with the M2M operator (680). If registration may be needed,

then each non-alpha MTC device may use a URI to perform M2M service

registrations. In either case, the non-alpha MTC device may then access the

M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI (682). The non-

alpha MTC device may then go into a sleep cycle (660).

[0081] FIGs. 7A and 7B are an example flowchart 700 implementing an

example registration process for MTC that releases IP connections during

sleep cycles. Registration may be performed once upon system power up. In

this process, a group of MTC devices may belong to the same cell, area or

geographic location. The group may use a group based international mobile

subscriber identity (IMSI) for 3GPP authorization and authentication and the

registration process may be denied if an incorrect IMSI is provided by the

MTC devices. Individual MTC devices within the group of MTC devices may

use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to

transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. An individual uniform resource identifier (URI) may

be used as an identifier for identifying MTC devices within a group of MTC

devices. The URI may be based on account numbers.

[0082] In addition, a first MTC device may perform registration, for

example an IMSI attachment procedure, on behalf of the MTC device group.

The first MTC device may be selected either by the network, randomly, hash

algorithms, by pre-configurations, or some combination thereof. The first

MTC device may receive resources including radio resource controller (RRC)

resources, a packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet



protocol (IP) addresses and the like. In case of first MTC device failure,

another MTC device may perform the first MTC device activities. Detection of

first MTC device failure may be performed by the network or by the MTC

devices. A last MTC device may be used to release radio resources and IP

addresses, maintain registration with the M2M operator and conclude the

current cycle.

[0083] The registration process may be applicable once all MTC devices

are powered up (702). Once registration has been initiated, the MTC device

determines if it is a first MTC device (704). If the MTC device is the first MTC

device, then radio resources may be obtained (706) and the M2M(x)

registration process may be initiated (708). Authorization and authentication

of the first MTC device may then be performed (710). As described herein,

MTC devices may be separated into controlling/master devices (alpha) and

others. In this case, there may be more than one master device, one device to

start the system access (first MTC) and another that acts to terminate the

connections and release resources at the end of operation (last device).

[0084] The first MTC device then determines the success of the M2M(x)

registration and/or authorization and authentication processes (712). If the

M2M(x) registration process and/or authorization and authentication process

are not successful, registration and authentication may be retried for a

specified number of times (714). A new first MTC device may be designated

after the specified number of retries has been exhausted (716). If the number

of retries has been exhausted for the new first MTC device, then the M2M(x)

registration and/or authorization and authentication processes may be

aborted. Alternatively, if the number of retries for all designated first MTC

devices has been exhausted, then the M2M(x) registration and/or

authorization and authentication processes may be aborted.

[0085] A group based P-TMSI (718), M2M(x) based IP addresses (720),

and user plane radio resource information (722) may be obtained if the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes has

been successful. The first MTC device may then use a URI or uniform

resource locator (URL) to perform M2M service registrations (724). The URI



may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The first MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or

URL (726). Control information updates are then obtained by the first MTC

device (728). The control information may be any type of control information

such as configuration data and the like. In this case, since the first MTC

device is not the last MTC device (730), the first MTC device goes into a sleep

cycle (760).

[0086] If the MTC device is not the first MTC device, then the MTC

device may initiate the M2M state machine and listen to the control channel

(736). Upon successful completion of the first MTC device registration (738),

each of the non-first MTC devices may obtain the group based P-TMSI (740),

M2M(x) based IP address (742), and user plane radio resource information

(744). As stated above, each MTC device within the group of MTC devices

may use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP)

addresses to transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile

subscriber identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. Each non-first MTC device then waits for

its designated transmission time (746). The transmission time may be

random, pre-configured, polling function, based on a hash function using its

identifier and the like. The non-first MTC device may sleep until its

designated transmission time.

[0087] The non-first MTC device may then check, via its configuration

data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-first MTC device to

register with the M2M server (748). If registration may be needed, then each

non-first MTC device may use a URI or URL to perform M2M service

registrations (724). The URI may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The

non-first MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data

using the account based URI or URL (726). If registration may not be needed,

then each non-first MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using the account based URI or URL (726). Each non-first MTC

device may then update its control information (728). If the non-first MTC

device is not last MTC device (730), the non-first MTC device may go into a

sleep cycle (760). If the non-first MTC device is the last MTC device, then the



last MTC device may release radio resources and IP addresses but remains

registered with the M2M operator (734). The last MTC device may then go

into a sleep cycle (760).

[0088] The sleep cycle (760) may then be followed by a periodic wake up

cycle (762). The MTC devices wake up during the periodic wake up cycle and

may also listen to a control channel for system updates. The wake up cycle

may be scheduled by the network, randomly by the MTC devices, pre-

configured and combinations thereof. Polling by the network may be done

using control channel signaling or using traffic channel in-band signaling.

The wake up cycle may have control cycles and reporting cycles. In control

cycles where the MTC device groups wakes up, the MTC devices may not have

to register again with a 3GPP system control channel and may wait for any

updates on the control channel. An IP address may or may not be allocated

during the control cycle. Each individual MTC device may be updated using a

paging/broadcast message using IMSI/P-TMSI + account numbers. If paged

and instructed to connect, an individual MTC device may perform system

access requesting RRC connection and IP allocation to connect to the M2M

Access Server (M2M AS). The M2M AS may also be referred to as a M2M

gateway or MTC gateway. In reporting cycles, control may be performed

using the traffic channel signaling on top of IP. For example, the MTC device

may be connected to the server and reachable directly for any updates or

maintenance operations. There may be no need to wait for another time to

perform these operations. Individual MTC devices may be allocated different

Local IP addresses within 3GPP for the duration of a reporting cycle.

[0089] In particular, each MTC device determines if the wake up cycle is

a control cycle or a reporting cycle (764). If it is a control cycle, the MTC

device determines if a page message has been sent as discussed above (766). If

a page message has not been sent, then the MTC device goes back into the

sleep cycle and waits for the next wake up cycle (762). If a page message has

been sent, then the MTC device determines if it is a group page (768). If it is a

group page, then the MTC device is a first MTC device (770) and if it is not a

group page, then the MTC device acts as a first MTC device (772). In either



case, the first or acting first MTC device may then obtain radio resources

(774), obtain M2M(x) based IP address (776), and obtain user plane radio

resource information (778).

[0090] The first or acting first MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs the first or acting

first MTC device to register with the M2M operator (780). If registration may

be needed, then the first or acting first MTC device may use a URI or URL to

perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the first or acting first

MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the

account based URI or URL (782). The first or acting first MTC device may

then go into the sleep cycle (760).

[0091] If it is a reporting cycle (764) and the MTC device is a first MTC

device (770), then the first MTC device may then obtain radio resources (774),

obtain M2M(x) based IP address (776), and obtain user plane radio resource

information (778). The first MTC device may then check, via its configuration

data or the like, if the M2M operator needs the first MTC device to register

with the M2M operator (780). If registration may be needed, then the first

MTC device may use a URI or URL to perform M2M service registrations.

The first MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data

using the account based URI or URL (782). The first MTC device may then go

into the sleep cycle (784).

[0092] If it is a reporting cycle and the MTC device is a non-first MTC

device (788), then the non-first MTC device obtains user plane radio resource

information (778). The non-first MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-first MTC

device to register with the M2M operator (780). If registration may be needed,

then each non-first MTC device may use a URI or URL to perform M2M

service registrations. In either case, the non-first MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or

URL (782). The non-first MTC device may then go into a sleep cycle (784). If

the non-first MTC device is the last MTC device, then the non-first but last

MTC device may release radio resources and IP addresses but remain



registered with the M2M operator (786). If the non-first MTC device is not the

last MTC device, then the non-first MTC device may go into a sleep cycle.

[0093] FIGs. 8A and 8B are an example flowchart 800 implementing an

example registration process for MTC that maintains the IP connection during

sleep cycles. Registration may be performed once upon system power up. In

this process, a group of MTC devices may belong to the same cell, area or

geographic location. The group may use a group based international mobile

subscriber identity (IMSI) for 3GPP authorization and authentication and the

registration process may be denied if an incorrect IMSI is provided by the

MTC devices. Individual MTC devices within the group of MTC devices may

use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to

transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. An individual uniform resource identifier (URI) may

be used as an identifier for identifying MTC devices within a group of MTC

devices. The URI may be based on account numbers.

[0094] In addition, a first MTC device may perform registration, for

example an IMSI attachment procedure, on behalf of the MTC device group.

The first MTC device may be selected either by the network, randomly, hash

algorithms, by pre-configurations, or some combination thereof. The first

MTC device may receive resources including radio resource controller (RRC)

resources, a packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet

protocol (IP) addresses and the like. In case of first MTC device failure,

another MTC device may perform the first MTC device activities. Detection of

first MTC device failure may be performed by the network or by the MTC

devices. A last MTC device may be used to release radio resources and

maintain IP addresses and registration with the M2M operator.

[0095] The registration process may be applicable once all MTC devices

are powered up (802). Once registration has been initiated, the MTC device

determines if it is a first MTC device (804). If the MTC device is the first MTC

device, then radio resources may be obtained (806) and the M2M(x)

registration process may be initiated (808). Authorization and authentication

of the first MTC device may then be performed (810).



[0096] The first MTC device then determines the success of the M2M(x)

registration and/or authorization and authentication processes (812). If the

M2M(x) registration process and/or authorization and authentication process

are not successful, registration and authentication may be retried for a

specified number of times (814). A new first MTC device may be designated

after the specified number of retries has been exhausted (816). If the number

of retries has been exhausted for the new first MTC device, then the M2M(x)

registration and/or authorization and authentication processes may be

aborted. Alternatively, if the number of retries for all designated first MTC

devices has been exhausted, then the M2M(x) registration and/or

authorization and authentication processes may be aborted.

[0097] A group based P-TMSI (818), M2M(x) based IP addresses (820),

and user plane radio resource information (822) may be obtained if the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes has

been successful. The first MTC device may then use a URI or uniform

resource locator (URL) to perform M2M service registrations (824). The URI

may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The first MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or

URL (826). Control information updates are then obtained by the first MTC

device (828). The control information may be any type of control information

such as configuration data and the like. In this case, since the first MTC

device is not the last MTC device (830), the first MTC device goes into a sleep

cycle (860).

[0098] If the MTC device is not the first MTC device, then the MTC

device may initiate the M2M state machine and listen to the control channel

(836). Upon successful completion of the first MTC device registration (838),

each of the non-first MTC devices may obtain the group based P-TMSI (840),

M2M(x) based IP address (842), and user plane radio resource information

(844). As stated above, each MTC device within the group of MTC devices

may use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP)

addresses to transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile

subscriber identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. Each non-first MTC device then waits for



its designated transmission time (846). The transmission time may be

random, pre-configured, polling function, based on a hash function using its

identifier and the like. The non-first MTC device may sleep until its

designated transmission time.

[0099] The non-first MTC device may then check, via its configuration

data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-first MTC device to

register with the M2M server (848). If registration may be needed, then each

non-first MTC device may use a URI or URL to perform M2M service

registrations (824). The URI may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The

non-first MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data

using the account based URI or URL (826). If registration may not be needed,

then each non-first MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using the account based URI or URL (826). Each non-first MTC

device may then update its control information (828). If the non-first MTC

device is not last MTC device (830), the non-first MTC device may go into a

sleep cycle (860). If the non-first MTC device is the last MTC device, then the

last MTC device may release radio resources and maintain IP addresses and

registration with the M2M operator (834). The last MTC device may then go

into a sleep cycle (860).

[00100] The sleep cycle (860) may then be followed by a periodic wake up

cycle (862). The MTC devices wake up during the periodic wake up cycle and

may also listen to a control channel for system updates. The wake up cycle

may be scheduled by the network, randomly by the MTC devices, pre-

configured and combinations thereof. Polling by the network may be done

using control channel signaling or using traffic channel in-band signaling. The

wake up cycle may have control cycles and reporting cycles. In control cycles

where the MTC device groups wakes up, the MTC devices may not have to

register again with a 3GPP system control channel and may wait for any

updates on the control channel. An IP address may or may not be allocated

during the control cycle. Each individual MTC device may be updated using a

paging/broadcast message using IMSI/P-TMSI + account numbers. If paged

and instructed to connect, an individual MTC device may perform system



access requesting RRC connection and IP allocation to connect to the M2M

Access Server (M2M AS). The M2M AS may also be referred to as a M2M

gateway or MTC gateway. In reporting cycles, control may be performed

using the traffic channel signaling on top of IP. Individual MTC devices may

be allocated different Local IP addresses within 3GPP for the duration of a

reporting cycle.

[00101] In particular, each MTC device determines if the wake up cycle is

a control cycle or a reporting cycle (864). If it is a control cycle, the MTC

device determines if a page message has been sent as discussed above (866). If

a page message has not been sent, then the MTC device goes back into the

sleep cycle and waits for the next wake up cycle (862). If a page message has

been sent, then the MTC device determines if it is a group page (868). If it is a

group page, then the MTC device is a first MTC device (870) and if it is not a

group page, then the MTC device acts as a first MTC device (872). In either

case, the first or acting first MTC device may then obtain radio resources (874)

and obtain user plane radio resource information (878).

[00102] The first or acting first MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs the first or acting

first MTC device to register with the M2M operator (880). If registration may

be needed, then the first or acting first MTC device may use a URI or URL to

perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the first or acting first

MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the

account based URI or URL (882). The first or acting first MTC device may

then go into the sleep cycle (860).

[00103] If it is a reporting cycle (864) and the MTC device is a first MTC

device (870), then the first MTC device may then obtain radio resources (874)

and obtain user plane radio resource information (878). The first MTC device

may then check, via its configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator

needs the first MTC device to register with the M2M operator (880). If

registration may be needed, then the first MTC device may use a URI or URL

to perform M2M service registrations. The first MTC device may then access



the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or URL

(882). The first MTC device may then go into the sleep cycle (884).

[00104] If it is a reporting cycle and the MTC device is a non-first MTC

device (888), then the non-first MTC device obtains user plane radio resource

information (878). The non-first MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-first MTC

device to register with the M2M operator (880). If registration may be needed,

then each non-first MTC device may use a URI or URL to perform M2M

service registrations. In either case, the non-first MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or

URL (882). The non-first MTC device may then go into a sleep cycle (884). If

the non-first MTC device is the last MTC device, then the non-first but last

MTC device may release radio resources and maintain IP addresses and

registration with the M2M operator (886). If the non-first MTC device is not

the last MTC device, then the non-first MTC device may go into a sleep cycle.

[00105] FIGs. 9A and 9B are an example flowchart 900 implementing an

example registration process for MTC that maintains the IP connection during

sleep cycles and uses multimedia broadcast multicast service (MBMS).

Registration may be performed once upon system power up. In this process, a

group of MTC devices may belong to the same cell, area or geographic location.

The group may use a group based international mobile subscriber identity

(IMSI) for 3GPP authorization and authentication and the registration process

may be denied if an incorrect IMSI is provided by the MTC devices.

Individual MTC devices within the group of MTC devices may use the same

radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to transmit their

data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-

TMSI)/IMSI. An individual uniform resource identifier (URI) may be used as

an identifier for identifying MTC devices within a group of MTC devices. The

URI may be based on account numbers.

[00106] In addition, a first MTC device may perform a registration, for

example an IMSI attachment procedure, on behalf of the MTC device group.

The first MTC device may be selected either by the network, randomly, hash



algorithms, by pre-configurations, or some combination thereof. The first

MTC device may receive resources including radio resource controller (RRC)

resources, a packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet

protocol (IP) addresses and the like. In case of first MTC device failure,

another MTC device may perform the first MTC device activities. Detection of

first MTC device failure may be performed by the network or by the MTC

devices. A last MTC device may be used to release radio resources and

maintain IP addresses and registration with the M2M operator.

[00107] The registration process may be applicable once all MTC devices

are powered up (902). Once registration has been initiated, the MTC device

determines if it is a first MTC device (904). If the MTC device is the first MTC

device, then radio resources may be obtained (906) and the M2M(x)

registration process may be initiated (908). Authorization and authentication

of the first MTC device may then be performed (910).

[00108] The first MTC device then determines the success of the M2M(x)

registration and/or authorization and authentication processes (912) . If the

M2M(x) registration process and/or authorization and authentication process

are not successful, registration and authentication may be retried for a

specified number of times (914). A new first MTC device may be designated

after the specified number of retries has been exhausted (916). If the number

of retries has been exhausted for the new first MTC device, then the M2M(x)

registration and/or authorization and authentication processes may be

aborted. Alternatively, if the number of retries for all designated first MTC

devices has been exhausted, then the M2M(x) registration and/or

authorization and authentication processes may be aborted.

[00109] A group based P-TMSI (918), M2M(x) based IP addresses (920),

and user plane radio resource information (922) may be obtained if the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes has

been successful. The first MTC device may then use a URI or uniform

resource locator (URL) to perform M2M service registrations (924). The URI

may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The first MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or



URL (926). Control information updates are then obtained by the first MTC

device (928). The control information may be any type of control information

such as configuration data and the like. In this case, since the first MTC

device is not the last MTC device (930), the first MTC device goes into a sleep

cycle (960).

[00110] If the MTC device is not the first MTC device, then the MTC

device may initiate the M2M state machine and listen to the control channel

(936). Upon successful completion of the first MTC device registration (938),

each of the non-first MTC devices may obtain the group based P-TMSI (940),

M2M(x) based IP address (942), and user plane radio resource information

(944). As stated above, each MTC device within the group of MTC devices

may use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP)

addresses to transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile

subscriber identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. Each non-first MTC device then waits for

its designated transmission time (946). The transmission time may be

random, pre-configured, polling function, based on a hash function using its

identifier and the like. The non-first MTC device may sleep until its

designated transmission time.

[00111] The non-first MTC device may then check, via its configuration

data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-first MTC device to

register with the M2M server (948). If registration may be needed, then each

non-first MTC device may use a URI or URL to perform M2M service

registrations (924). The URI may be based on M2M(x) account numbers. The

non-first MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data

using the account based URI or URL (926). If registration may not be needed,

then each non-first MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using the account based URI or URL (926). Each non-first MTC

device may then update its control information (928). If the non-first MTC

device is not last MTC device (930), the non-first MTC device may go into a

sleep cycle (960). If the non-first MTC device is the last MTC device, then the

last MTC device may release radio resources and maintain IP addresses and



registration with the M2M operator (934). The last MTC device may then go

into a sleep cycle (960).

[00112] The sleep cycle (960) may then be followed by a periodic wake up

cycle (962). The MTC devices wake up during the periodic wake up cycle and

may also listen for MBMS or pre-configured M2M IP broadcast or multicast

channels for system updates. The wake up cycle may be scheduled by the

network, randomly by the MTC devices, pre-configured and combinations

thereof. Polling by the network may be done using control channel signaling or

using traffic channel in-band signaling. The wake up cycle may have control

cycles and reporting cycles. In control cycles where the MTC device groups

wakes up, the MTC devices may not have to register again with a 3GPP

system control channel and may wait for any updates on the control channel.

An IP address may or may not be allocated during the control cycle. Each

individual MTC device may be updated using a paging/broadcast message

using IMSI/P-TMSI + account numbers. If paged and instructed to connect, an

individual MTC device may perform system access requesting RRC connection

and IP allocation to connect to the M2M Access Server (M2M AS). The M2M

AS may also be referred to as a M2M gateway or MTC gateway. In reporting

cycles, control may be performed using the traffic channel signaling on top of

IP. Individual MTC devices may be allocated different Local IP addresses

within 3GPP for the duration of a reporting cycle.

[00113] In particular, each MTC device determines if the wake up cycle is

a control cycle or a reporting cycle (964). If it is a control cycle, the MTC

device determines if a page message has been sent as discussed above (966). If

a page message has not been sent, then the MTC device goes back into the

sleep cycle and waits for the next wake up cycle (962). If a page message has

been sent, then the MTC device determines if it is a group page (968). If it is a

group page, then the MTC device is a first MTC device (970) and if it is not a

group page, then the MTC device acts as a first MTC device (972). In either

case, the first or acting first MTC device may then obtain radio resources (974)

and obtain user plane radio resource information (978).



[00114] The first or acting first MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs the first or acting

first MTC device to register with the M2M operator (980). If registration may

be needed, then the first or acting first MTC device may use a URI or URL to

perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the first or acting first

MTC device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the

account based URI or URL (982). The first or acting first MTC device may

then go into the sleep cycle (960).

[00115] If it is a reporting cycle (964) and the MTC device is a first MTC

device (970), then the first MTC device may then obtain radio resources (974)

and obtain user plane radio resource information (978). The first MTC device

may then check, via its configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator

needs the first MTC device to register with the M2M operator (980). If

registration may be needed, then the first MTC device may use a URI or URL

to perform M2M service registrations. The first MTC device may then access

the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or URL

(982). The first MTC device may then go into the sleep cycle (984).

[00116] If it is a reporting cycle and the MTC device is a non-first MTC

device (988), then the non-first MTC device obtains user plane radio resource

information (978). The non-first MTC device may then check, via its

configuration data or the like, if the M2M operator needs each non-first MTC

device to register with the M2M operator (980). If registration may be needed,

then each non-first MTC device may use a URI or URL to perform M2M

service registrations. In either case, the non-first MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or

URL (982). The non-first MTC device may then go into a sleep cycle (984). If

the non-first MTC device is the last MTC device, then the non-first but last

MTC device may release radio resources and maintain IP addresses and

registration with the M2M operator (986). If the non-first MTC device is not

the last MTC device, then the non-first MTC device may go into a sleep cycle.

[00117] FIG. 10 is an example reporting cycle 1000 for a group of MTC

devices. In the reporting cycle, the MTC devices may transmit their data to



the network. They may do this in a sequential order specified by the network,

or multiple MTC devices may randomly access the system to report their data.

[00118] For illustration purposes, four MTC device groups are shown and

may be denoted as MTC device group 1010, MTC device group 1015, MTC

device group 1020 and MTC device group 1025. Each MTC device group may

include multiple MTC devices. For example, MTC device group 1010 may

include MTC devices 1-J, MTC device group 1015 may include MTC devices 1-

K, MTC device group 1020 may include MTC devices 1-M, and MTC device

group 1025 may include MTC devices 1-N. Each MTC device group may be

associated with a cell identifier and a IMSI number. For example, MTC

device group 1010 may be associated with cell# Y and IMSI# s, MTC device

group 1015 may be associated with cell# v and IMSI# z, MTC device group

1020 may be associated with cell# q and IMSI# p, and MTC device group 1025

may be associated with cell# 1 and IMSI# x. FIG. 10 also shows a M2M user

1030 that may be in communication with a M2M AS 1040, which in turn may

be in communication with a core network 1050. MTC device groups 1010,

1015, 1020 and 1025 may be in communication with CN 1050.

[00119] Operationally, the M2M user 1030 may send a request to the

M2M AS 1040 for information from certain of the MTC devices (1035). The

request may be a periodic trigger, event based trigger, other like triggers or a

combination thereof. In response to the M2M user 1030, the M2M AS 1040

may send a service request or trigger a time based event to the CN 1050

(1045). The service request or trigger may include the list of cells or cell

identifiers, the list of IMSIs, and a time window. For example, the time

window may be the time when the group wakes up and the transmission time

is the time allocated to individual MTC for transmission after which it goes to

sleep. The CN 1030 may then send a system page to individual cells with a

group identifier such as the IMSI # and may also include information to

indicate which MTC device may be the master MTC device. As discussed

herein, the master MTC device may perform the IMSI attachment process on

behalf of the MTC device group. The master MTC device may receive

resources including radio resource controller (RRC) resources, a packet-



temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet protocol (IP)

addresses and the like.

[00120] FIG. 11 is an example of control period events or a control cycle

for a group of MTC devices. During the control cycle, the network may send

control data to the MTC devices to configure how they operate.

[00121] For illustration purposes, four MTC device groups are shown and

may be denoted as MTC device group 1110, MTC device group 1115, MTC

device group 1120 and MTC device group 1125. Each MTC device group may

include multiple MTC devices. For example, MTC device group 1110 may

include MTC devices 1-J, MTC device group 1115 may include MTC devices 1-

K, MTC device group 1120 may include MTC devices 1-M, and MTC device

group 1125 may include MTC devices 1-N. Each MTC device group may be

associated with a cell identifier and a IMSI number. For example, MTC

device group 1110 may be associated with cell# Y and IMSI# s, MTC device

group 1115 may be associated with cell# v and IMSI# z, MTC device group

1120 may be associated with cell# q and IMSI# p, and MTC device group 1125

may be associated with cell# 1 and IMSI# x. FIG. 11 also shows a M2M user

1130 that may be in communication with a M2M AS 1140, which in turn may

be in communication with a core network 1150. MTC device groups 1110,

1115, 1120 and 1125 may be in communication with CN 1150.

[00122] Operationally, the M2M user 1130 may send a request to the

M2M AS 1140 to trigger control information updates (1135). The request may

be a periodic trigger, event based trigger, other like triggers or a combination

thereof. In response to the M2M user 1130, the M2M AS 1140 may send a

service request or trigger a time based event to the CN 1150 (1145). The

service request or trigger may include the list of cells or cell identifiers, the list

of IMSIs, MTC device identifiers and a time window. The CN 1130 may then

send a system page with a cell identifier, a group identifier such as the IMSI #

and may also include the MTC device identifier.

[00123] FIGs. 12A and 12B are an example flowchart 1200 implementing

network based registration for MTC including releasing IP connections during

sleep cycles. Registration may be performed once upon system power up. In



this process, a group of MTC devices may belong to the same cell, area or

geographic location. The group may use a group based international mobile

subscriber identity (IMSI) for 3GPP authorization and authentication and the

registration process may be denied if an incorrect IMSI is provided by the

MTC devices. Individual MTC devices within the group of MTC devices may

use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to

transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. An individual uniform resource identifier (URI) may

be used as an identifier for identifying MTC devices within a group of MTC

devices. The URI may be based on account numbers.

[00124] In addition, one MTC device may perform a registration, for

example an IMSI attachment procedure on behalf of the MTC device group.

This MTC device may be referred to as a master MTC device. The master

MTC device may be selected by the network. The master MTC device may

receive resources including radio resource controller (RRC) resources, a

packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet protocol (IP)

addresses and the like. In case of a master MTC device failure, another MTC

device may perform the master MTC device activities. Detection of a master

MTC device failure may be performed by the network, by the master MTC

device itself and/or other MTC devices in or outside the group.

[00125] The registration process is applicable once all MTC devices are

powered up (1202). The network may send a system page that includes the

identification of the master MTC device (1203). Once registration has been

initiated, the MTC device determines if it is the master MTC device (1204). If

the MTC device is the master MTC device, then radio resources may be

obtained (1206) and the M2M(x) registration process may be initiated (1208).

Authorization and authentication of the master MTC device may then be

performed (1210).

[00126] The master MTC device then determines the success of the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes (1212)

If the M2M(x) registration process and/or authorization and authentication

process are not successful, registration and authentication may be retried for a



specified number of times (1214). The network may select another master

MTC device by sending another system page with the new master MTC device

(1216).

[00127] A group based P-TMSI (1218), M2M(x) based IP addresses

(1220), and user plane radio resource information (1222) may be obtained if

the M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes

has been successful. The master MTC device may then use a URI or URL to

perform M2M service registrations (1224). The URI may be based on M2M(x)

account numbers. The master MTC device may then access the M2M(x)

server and upload data using the account based URI or URL (1226). Control

information updates are then obtained by the master MTC device (1228). The

control information may be any type of control information such as

configuration data and the like.

[00128] In the event that the master MTC device is the last MTC device

of the group to transmit its information to the M2M(x) server (1230), then the

master MTC device may release radio resources and IP addresses but

maintains its registration status with the M2M operator (1234). The master

MTC device then goes into a sleep cycle (1260). In the event that the master

MTC device is not the last MTC device, then the master MTC device may

enter the sleep cycle (1260).

[00129] If the MTC device is not the master MTC device, then the MTC

device may initiate the M2M state machine and listen to the control channel

(1236). Upon successful completion of the master MTC device registration

(638), each MTC device may obtain the group based P-TMSI (1240), M2M(x)

based IP address (1242), and user plane radio resource information (1244). As

stated above, each MTC device within the group of MTC devices may use the

same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to

transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSL7IMSI. Each MTC device then waits for its designated

transmission time (1246). The transmission time may be random, pre-

configured, polling function, based on a hash function using its identifier and

the like. The MTC device may sleep until its transmission time.



[00130] The MTC device may then check, via its configuration data or the

like, if the M2M operator needs each MTC device to register with the M2M

server (1248). If registration may be needed, then each MTC device may use a

URI or URL to perform M2M service registrations (1224). The URI may be

based on M2M(x) account numbers. The MTC device may then access the

M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or URL (1226).

If registration may not be needed, then each non-alpha MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or

URL (1226). Each MTC device may then update its control information

(1228).

[00131] In the event that the MTC device is the last MTC device of the

group to transmit its information to the M2M(x) server (1230), then the MTC

device may release radio resources and IP addresses but maintains its

registration status with the M2M operator (1234). The MTC device then goes

into a sleep cycle (1260). In the event that the MTC device is not the last MTC

device, then the MTC device may enter the sleep cycle (1260).

[00132] The sleep cycle (1260) may then be followed by a periodic wake

up cycle (1262). The MTC devices wake up during the periodic wake up cycle

and may also listen to a control channel for system updates. The wake up

cycle may be scheduled by the network, randomly by the MTC devices, pre-

configured and combinations thereof. Polling by the network may be done

using control channel signaling or using traffic channel in-band signaling. The

wake up cycle may have control cycles and reporting cycles. In control cycles

where the MTC device groups wakes up, the MTC devices may not have to

register again with a 3GPP system control channel and may wait for any

updates on the control channel. An IP address may or may not be allocated

during the control cycle. Each individual MTC device may be updated using a

paging/broadcast message using IMSI/P-TMSI + account numbers. If paged

and instructed to connect, an individual MTC device may perform system

access requesting RRC connection and IP allocation to connect to the M2M

Access Server (M2M AS). In reporting cycles, control may be performed using

the traffic channel signaling on top of IP. Individual MTC devices may be



allocated different Local IP addresses within 3GPP for the duration of a

reporting cycle.

[00133] In particular, each MTC device determines if the wake up cycle is

a control cycle or a reporting cycle (1264). If it is a control cycle, the MTC

device determines if a page message has been sent as discussed above (1266).

If a page message has not been sent, then the MTC device goes back into the

sleep cycle and waits for the next wake up cycle (1262). If a page message has

been sent, then the MTC device determines if it is a group page (1268). If it is

a group page, then a master MTC device may be selected/identified based on

information in paging message or the MTC device may wait for a second page

(1270). If it is not a group page or a master MTC device has been selected,

then the MTC device (which may be a master MTC device) may then obtain

radio resources (1274), M2M(x) based IP address (1276), and obtain user plane

radio resource information (1278).

[00134] The MTC device may then check, via its configuration data or the

like, if the M2M operator needs the MTC device to register with the M2M

operator (1280). If registration may be needed, then the MTC device may use

a URI or URL to perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the MTC

device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account

based URI or URL (1282). If the MTC device may be the last MTC device,

then the MTC device may release radio resources and IP addresses but

maintains registration with the M2M operator (1286). The MTC device may

then enter the sleep cycle (1260). If the MTC device is not the last MTC

device, then the MTC device may enter the sleep cycle (1260).

[00135] If it is a reporting cycle (1265), then a master MTC device may

be selected/identified based on information in paging message or the MTC

device may wait for a second page (1270). The MTC device (which may be a

master MTC device) may then obtain radio resources (1274), M2M(x) based IP

address (1276), and obtain user plane radio resource information (1278).

[00136] The MTC device may then check, via its configuration data or the

like, if the M2M operator needs the MTC device to register with the M2M

operator (1280). If registration may be needed, then the MTC device may use



a URI or URL to perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the MTC

device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account

based URI or URL (1282). If the MTC device may be the last MTC device,

then the MTC device may release radio resources and IP addresses but

maintains registration with the M2M operator (1286). The MTC device may

then enter the sleep cycle (1260). If the MTC device is not the last MTC

device, then the MTC device may enter the sleep cycle (1260).

[00137] FIGs. 13A and 13B are an example flowchart 1300 implementing

network based registration for MTC including maintaining IP connections

during sleep cycles. Registration may be performed once upon system power

up. In this process, a group of MTC devices may belong to the same cell, area

or geographic location. The group may use a group based international mobile

subscriber identity (IMSI) for 3GPP authorization and authentication and the

registration process may be denied if an incorrect IMSI is provided by the

MTC devices. Individual MTC devices within the group of MTC devices may

use the same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to

transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. An individual uniform resource identifier (URI) may

be used as an identifier for identifying MTC devices within a group of MTC

devices. The URI may be based on account numbers.

[00138] In addition, one MTC device may perform a registration, for

example an IMSI attachment procedure, on behalf of the MTC device group.

This MTC device may be referred to as a master MTC device. The master

MTC device may be selected by the network. The master MTC device may

receive resources including radio resource controller (RRC) resources, a

packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI), internet protocol (IP)

addresses and the like. In case of a master MTC device failure, another MTC

device may perform the master MTC device activities. Detection of a master

MTC device failure may be performed by the network, by the master MTC

device itself and/or other MTC devices in or outside the group.

[00139] The registration process is applicable once all MTC devices are

powered up (1302). The network may send a system page that includes the



identification of the master MTC device (1303). Once registration has been

initiated, the MTC device determines if it is the master MTC device (1304). If

the MTC device is the master MTC device, then radio resources may be

obtained (1306) and the M2M(x) registration process may be initiated (1308).

Authorization and authentication of the master MTC device may then be

performed (1310).

[00140] The master MTC device then determines the success of the

M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes (1312).

If the M2M(x) registration process and/or authorization and authentication

process are not successful, registration and authentication may be retried for a

specified number of times (1314). The network may select another master

MTC device by sending another system page with the new master MTC device

(1316).

[00141] A group based P-TMSI (1318), M2M(x) based IP addresses

(1320), and user plane radio resource information (1322) may be obtained if

the M2M(x) registration and/or authorization and authentication processes

has been successful. The master MTC device may then use a URI or URL to

perform M2M service registrations (1324). The URI may be based on M2M(x)

account numbers. The master MTC device may then access the M2M(x)

server and upload data using the account based URI or URL (1326). Control

information updates are then obtained by the master MTC device (1328). The

control information may be any type of control information such as

configuration data and the like.

[00142] In the event that the master MTC device is the last MTC device

of the group to transmit its information to the M2M(x) server (1330), then the

master MTC device may release radio resources but maintains IP addresses

and its registration status with the M2M operator (1334). The master MTC

device then goes into a sleep cycle (1360). In the event that the master MTC

device is not the last MTC device, then the master MTC device may enter the

sleep cycle (1360).

[00143] If the MTC device is not the master MTC device, then the MTC

device may initiate the M2M state machine and listen to the control channel



(1336). Upon successful completion of the master MTC device registration

(1338), each MTC device may obtain the group based P-TMSI (1340), M2M(x)

based IP address (1342), and user plane radio resource information (1344). As

stated above, each MTC device within the group of MTC devices may use the

same radio resources and the same internet protocol (IP) addresses to

transmit their data using the same packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI)/IMSI. Each MTC device then waits for its designated

transmission time (1346). The transmission time may be random, pre-

configured, polling function, based on a hash function using its identifier and

the like. The MTC device may sleep until its transmission time.

[00144] The MTC device may then check, via its configuration data or the

like, if the M2M operator needs each MTC device to register with the M2M

server (1348). If registration may be needed, then each MTC device may use a

URI or URL to perform M2M service registrations (1324). The URI may be

based on M2M(x) account numbers. The MTC device may then access the

M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or URL (1326).

If registration may not be needed, then each non-alpha MTC device may then

access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account based URI or

URL (1326). Each MTC device may then update its control information

(1328).

[00145] In the event that the MTC device is the last MTC device of the

group to transmit its information to the M2M(x) server (1330), then the MTC

device may release radio resources but maintains IP addresses and its

registration status with the M2M operator (1334). The MTC device then goes

into a sleep cycle (1360). In the event that the MTC device is not the last MTC

device, then the MTC device may enter the sleep cycle (1360).

[00146] The sleep cycle (1360) may then be followed by a periodic wake

up cycle (1362). The MTC devices wake up during the periodic wake up cycle

and may also listen to a control channel or IP multicast for system updates.

The wake up cycle may be scheduled by the network, randomly by the MTC

devices, pre-configured and combinations thereof. Polling by the network may

be done using control channel signaling or using traffic channel in-band



signaling. The wake up cycle may have control cycles and reporting cycles. In

control cycles where the MTC device groups wakes up, the MTC devices may

not have to register again with a 3GPP system control channel and may wait

for any updates on the control channel. An IP address may or may not be

allocated during the control cycle. Each individual MTC device may be

updated using a paging/broadcast message using IMSI/P-TMSI + account

numbers. If paged and instructed to connect, an individual MTC device may

perform system access requesting RRC connection and IP allocation to connect

to the M2M Access Server (M2M AS). In reporting cycles, control may be

performed using the traffic channel signaling on top of IP. Individual MTC

devices may be allocated different Local IP addresses within 3GPP for the

duration of a reporting cycle.

[00147] In particular, each MTC device determines if the wake up cycle is

a control cycle or a reporting cycle (1364). If it is a control cycle, the MTC

device determines if a page message has been sent as discussed above (1366).

If a page message has not been sent, then the MTC device goes back into the

sleep cycle and waits for the next wake up cycle (1362). If a page message has

been sent, then the MTC device determines if it is a group page (1368). If it is

a group page, then a master MTC device may be selected/identified based on

information in paging message or the MTC device may wait for a second page

(1370). If it is not a group page or a master MTC device has been selected,

then the MTC device (which may be a master MTC device) may then obtain

radio resources (1374) and user plane radio resource information (1378).

[00148] The MTC device may then check, via its configuration data or the

like, if the M2M operator needs the MTC device to register with the M2M

operator (1380). If registration may be needed, then the MTC device may use

a URI or URL to perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the MTC

device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account

based URI or URL (1382). If the MTC device may be the last MTC device,

then the MTC device may release radio resources but maintains IP addresses

and its registration with the M2M operator (1386). The MTC device may then



enter the sleep cycle (1360). If the MTC device is not the last MTC device,

then the MTC device may enter the sleep cycle (1360).

[00149] If it is a reporting cycle (1365), then a master MTC device may

be selected/identified based on information in paging message or the MTC

device may wait for a second page (1370). The MTC device (which may be a

master MTC device) may then obtain radio resources (1374) and obtain user

plane radio resource information (1378).

[00150] The MTC device may then check, via its configuration data or the

like, if the M2M operator needs the MTC device to register with the M2M

operator (1380). If registration may be needed, then the MTC device may use

a URI or URL to perform M2M service registrations. In either case, the MTC

device may then access the M2M(x) server and upload data using the account

based URI or URL (1382). If the MTC device may be the last MTC device,

then the MTC device may release radio resources but maintain IP addresses

and its registration with the M2M operator (1386). The MTC device may then

enter the sleep cycle (1360). If the MTC device is not the last MTC device,

then the MTC device may enter the sleep cycle (1360).

[00151] Embodiments

[00152] 1. A method for use in wireless communications, the method

comprising providing periodic registration for machine to machine (M2M)

devices.

[00153] 2. The method of embodiment 1, wherein a mobile terminal

controller (MTC) is located inside an operator domain.

[00154] 3. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising communicating via an application programming interface

(API) with a mobile terminal controller (MTC) by a MTC server.

[00155] 4. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising locating an mobile terminal controller outside an operator

domain.

[00156] 5. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein a mobile terminal controller (MTC) is coupled to a MTC user.



[00157] 6. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein a group of mobile terminal controllers (MTCs) communicate through

an operator domain, which communicates via an application programming

interface (API) with a MTC server.

[00158] 7. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein mobile terminal devices communicate directly with one another.

[00159] 8. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing registration periodically based upon a wake up

cycle.

[00160] 9. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising dividing wake up cycles into control and reporting cycles.

[00161] 10. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing periodic registration by powering up all mobile

terminal controllers (MTC).

[00162] 11. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising defining an alpha mobile terminal controller (MTC) by

either a network, randomly, pre-configuration, or by combination.

[00163] 12. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing an international mobile subscriber identity

(IMSI) attachment on behalf of a mobile terminal controller (MTC) by an

alpha MTC.

[00164] 13. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising receiving resources including radio resource controller

(RRC) resources, packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI) and

internet protocol addresses by an alpha mobile terminal controller (MTC).

[00165] 14. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing alpha mobile terminal controller (MTC)

activities by a non-alpha MTC during alpha MTC failure.

[00166] 15. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising using group based international mobile subscriber identity

(IMSI) for third generation partnership project (3GPP) access authorization

and authentication.



[00167] 16. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising retrying authorization and authentication for a

predetermined number of times if authorization and authentication is not

successful.

[00168] 17. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising aborting authorization and authentication if a

predetermined number of attempts to authorize and authenticate are

exhausted.

[00169] 18. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising denying authorization and authentication if a group

international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) that is not associated with a

specific cell/area tries to associate.

[00170] 19. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining group based packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI) upon successful authorization and authentication.

[00171] 20. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising including in a VHT frequency reuse information report

parameters, rules, policies, mechanisms and regulatory information for

coexistence.

[00172] 21. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising using a similar radio resource and internet protocol (IP) to

transmit data by individual mobile terminal controllers (MTCs).

[00173] 22. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining user plane radio resource information.

[00174] 23. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising using a uniform resource identifier (URI) to perform M2M

service registration.

[00175] 24. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising accessing a M2M server using an account based uniform

resource identifier (URI).



[00176] 25. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising moving into a sleep cycle on the condition that an alpha

mobile terminal controller (MTC) is not selected.

[00177] 26. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising releasing radio resources and internet protocol (IP)

addresses upon transmission of all mobile terminal controllers (MTCs)

registration information.

[00178] 27. A method for single registration of a machine-to-machine

wireless communication, comprising a wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU),

belonging to a common geographic area as a WTRU group, receiving a group

based International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) for network access

authorization and/or authentication.

[00179] 28. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising using a sleep cycle and a wake cycle for operation, where

the wake cycle is divided into a control cycle and a reporting cycle.

[00180] 29. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the registration is performed once upon system power up.

[00181] 30. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising on a condition that the WTRU group wakes up, during a

control cycle, the WTRU not having to register again with the network control

channel and waiting for any updates on the control channel.

[00182] 31. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein an IP address is allocated in the control cycle.

[00183] 32. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein an IP address is not allocated in the control cycle.

[00184] 33. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein each WTRU receives a system update using a paging/broadcast

message using IMSI/P-TMSI+ Account numbers.

[00185] 34. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments, on a

condition that the WTRU is paged and instructed to connect, the WTRU may

performing a system access request via a request for RRC connection and an

IP allocation to connect to a machine to machine access server (M2M AS).



[00186] 35. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising on a condition that the WTRU is operating during a

reporting period, receiving a control signal via a traffic channel signaling on

top of IP.

[00187] 36. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising having registration denied in response to receiving a group

IMSI coming from geographic area or cells other than that to which the WTRU

belongs.

[00188] 37. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising the WTRU being selected as an alpha WTRU to perform an

IMSI attachment on behalf of the WTRU group, the alpha WTRU receiving at

least on of RRC resources, a P-TMSI, and an IP address.

[00189] 38. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the alpha WTRU is selected by the network randomly, according to

pre-configuration settings, or by a combination thereof.

[00190] 39. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising on a condition that another designated alpha WTRU fails,

the WTRU being selected as the new alpha WTRU.

[00191] 40. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the alpha WTRU failure is detected by the network or the WTRU.

[00192] 41. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the WTRU is allocated a Local IP address within the network unique

with respect to the WTRU group for the duration of reporting.

[00193] 42. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein IP Access is scheduled by randomly by the WTRU, according to pre-

configuration settings, by the network, or any combination thereof.

[00194] 43. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the WTRU receives polling by the network via Control Channel

Signaling or Traffic Channel In-Band Signaling.

[00195] 44. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising a Machine to Machine (M2M) internet protocol (IP)

connectivity operation.



[00196] 45. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising using a sleep cycle with and without releasing IP

connectivity.

[00197] 46. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein wireless transmit/receive units (WTRUs) are machine type

communication (MTC) devices used in M2M communication.

[00198] 47. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the machine type communication (MTC) devices belonging to a cell or

area use group.

[00199] 48. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the cell or area use group of MTC devices is based on international

mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) for 3GPP access authorization and

authentication.

[00200] 49. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the MTC devices wake up cycles are divided into control cycles and

reporting cycles.

[00201] 50. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the control cycles for the MTC group wake up do not register again

with 3GPP system control channel and waits for any updates on the control

channel.

[00202] 51. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the IP address is allocated in the control cycle.

[00203] 52. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the IP address is not allocated in the control cycle.

[00204] 53. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein an individual MTC device is updated using a paging message with

IMSI/ packet temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI) and account

numbers.

[00205] 54. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein an individual MTC device is updated using a broadcast message with

IMSI/ P-TMSI and account numbers.



[00206] 55. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein an individual MTC device will perform system access requesting

radio resource control (RRC) connection and IP allocation to connect to the

M2M access server (M2M AS) if paged and instructed to connect.

[00207] 56. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein control is performed using the traffic channel signalling on top of IP

during the reporting period.

[00208] 57. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the MTC group IMSI associated with specific cell or area and a

registration procedure is denied if received from other cells or areas.

[00209] 58. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the first MTC device will perform the IMSI attachment on behalf of

the group and will get the RRC resources, P-TMSI, and IP address.

[00210] 59. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the one MTC will perform the IMSI attachment on behalf of the

group and will get the RRC resources, P-TMSI, and IP address.

[00211] 60. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the first MTC device is selected by at least one of the following; by the

network, randomly, by pre-configurations, or by using a hashing algorithm.

[00212] 61. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein another MTC device will perform the first MTC activities in case of

the first MTC failure.

[00213] 62. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein detection of the first MTC device failure is performed by the network.

[00214] 63. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein detection of the first MTC device failure is performed by a MTC

device.

[00215] 64. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein individual universal resource identifier (URI) based on their account

number are used as identifiers.

[00216] 65. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the URI based on their account number, allows the individual MTCs



within the group to use the same radio resources and same IP address to

transmit their data.

[00217] The method as in any of the preceding embodiments, wherein

individual MTCs will allocate different local IP address for the duration of

reporting.

[00218] 66. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein IP access for reporting activities are scheduled by the network or

randomly by MTCs according to pre-configuration settings.

[00219] 67. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein polling by the network is performed using control channel signalling.

[00220] 68. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein polling by the network is performed using traffic channel in-band

signalling.

[00221] 69. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein last MTC device will release the radio resources and the IP address,

concluding the MTC session for this group with the M2M Server at the end of

the reporting period.

[00222] 70. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the M2M release IP connection during sleep cycles process begins

when the all the MTC devices power up or during a periodic wake up and

listen for system update information on the control channel.

[00223] 71. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein once all the MTCs are power up, it is determined if the first MTC

device transmits.

[00224] 72. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the first MTC device transmit is no, at least one of the following

will be performed; start the M2M state machine and listen to control channel,

wait for first MTC registration success, obtain group based P-TMSI, obtain the

M2M(x) based IP address, wait for transmission time and may sleep till

transmit (TX), and determine if all MTC devices must register.

[00225] 73. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the first MTC device transmit is no, at least one of the following



will be performed; get radio resource, start M2M(x) registration process,

authorization and authentication, and determine if the registration was

successful.

[00226] 74. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if all MTC devices must register decision step is no, at least one of the

following will be performed; access the M2M(x) server and upload data using

account based URI/ universal resource locator (URL), get control updates, and

determine if it is the last MTC device.

[00227] 75. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if all MTC devices must register decision step is yes, at least one of

the following will be performed; use URI/URL based on M2M(x) account

number to perform M2M service registrations, access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using account based URI/ universal resource locator (URL), get

control updates, and determine if it is the last MTC device.

[00228] 76. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the registration success step is no, at least one of the following will

be performed; retry N amount of times, and if the first MTC remains

unsuccessful, abort.

[00229] 77. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the registration success step is yes, at least one of the following will

be performed; obtain group based P-TMSI, obtain M2M(x) based IP address,

obtain user plane radio resource info, use URI/URL based on M2M(x) account

number to perform M2M service registrations, access the M2M(x) server and

upload data using account based URI/ (URL), get control updates, and

determine if it is the last MTC.

[00230] 78. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the last MTC device is no, go to sleep cycle.

[00231] 79. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the last MTC device is yes, at least one of the following will be

performed; release radio resources, release IP address and remain registered,

and go to sleep cycle.



[00232] 80. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the MTC device is periodically waking up and listening for a system

update on the control channel to determine the control cycle.

[00233] 81. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the control cycle is not determined during the periodically waking up

and listening for a system update on the control channel and this is the first

MTC device, at least one of the following will be performed; get radio

resources, obtain M2M(x) based IP address, obtain user plane radio resource

info, if required, use URI/URL to perform M2M service registrations, access

M2M(x) server and upload data using account based URI/URL, if this is the

first MTC device then go to sleep and wait for the last MTC device to transmit,

if this is last MTC device, may release radio resources, release IP address and

remains registered, and go to sleep cycle.

[00234] 82. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the control cycle is not determined during the periodically waking up

and listening for a system update on the control channel and this is not the

first MTC device, at least one of the following will be performed; obtain user

plane radio resource info, if required, use URI/URL to perform M2M service

registrations, access M2M(x) server and upload data using account based

URI/URL, if this is the first MTC device then go to sleep and wait for the last

MTC device to transmit, if this is last MTC device, may release radio

resources, release IP address and remains registered, and go to sleep cycle.

[00235] 83. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the control cycle is detected by the MTC device and will determine if

has received a paging message.

[00236] 84. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the MTC device has not received a paging message during it will

continue to listen for system updates.

[00237] 85. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the MTC device has received a paging message, it will determine if

the paging message is a group paging message.



[00238] 86. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the paging message is not a group paging message at least one of

the following will be performed; the MTC device acts as the first MTC device,

get radio resources, obtain user plane radio resource info, if required, use

URI/URL to perform M2M service registrations, access M2M(x) server and

upload data using account based URI/URL, if this is the first MTC device then

go to sleep and wait for the last MTC device to transmit, if this is last MTC

device, may release radio resources, release IP address and remains

registered, and go to sleep cycle.

[00239] 87. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein if the paging message is a group paging message at least one of the

following will be performed; it is considered the first MTC device, get radio

resources, obtain user plane radio resource info, if required, use URI/URL to

perform M2M service registrations, access M2M(x) server and upload data

using account based URI/URL, if this is the first MTC device then go to sleep

and wait for the last MTC device to transmit, if this is last MTC device, may

release radio resources, release IP address and remains registered, and go to

sleep cycle.

[00240] 88. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the M2M maintaining IP connection during sleep cycles process

begins when the all the MTC devices power up or during a periodic wake up

and listen for system update information on the control channel.

[00241] 89. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the M2M maintaining IP connection during sleep cycles for

multimedia broadcast multicast service (MBMS) process begins when the all

the MTCs power up or the periodic wake up and listen for MBMS or

preconfigured M2M IP system update information on the control channel.

[00242] 90. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising a machine type communication (MTC) wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU) releasing Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity

during a sleep cycle.



[00243] 91. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising a machine type communication (MTC) wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU) maintaining Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity

during a sleep cycle.

[00244] 92. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising waking from a sleep cycle and listening for system update

information.

[00245] 93. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising determining whether the WTRU is in a control cycle.

[00246] 94. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising in response to a determination that the WTRU is in a

control cycle, determining whether the WTRU has received a paging message.

[00247] 95. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising in response to a determination that the WTRU has not

received a paging message, listening for system update information.

[00248] 96. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising in response to a determination that the WTRU has

received a paging message, determining whether the received paging message

is a group paging message.

[00249] 97. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising in response to a determination that the WTRU is not in a

control cycle, determining whether the WTRU is in a reporting cycle.

[00250] 98. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising selecting a master machine type communication (MTC)

WTRU.

[00251] 99. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the selecting the master MTC WTRU is performed in response to a

determination that the WTRU is in a reporting cycle or in response to a

determination that the WTRU has received a group paging message.

[00252] 100. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising being selected by a network as a master MTC WTRU.



[00253] 101. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the being selected by a network as a master MTC WTRU is performed

based on a determination that the WTRU is in a reporting cycle or based on a

determination that the WTRU has received a group paging message.

[00254] 102. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising waiting for a second paging message.

[00255] 103. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the waiting for the second paging message is performed in response to

a determination that the WTRU is in a reporting cycle or in response to a

determination that the WTRU has received a group paging message.

[00256] 104. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining a radio resource.

[00257] 105. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining an IP address.

[00258] 106. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the obtaining the IP address is performed in response to obtaining a

radio resource.

[00259] 107. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the IP address is a machine to machine (M2M)-based IP address.

[00260] 108. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining user plane radio resource information.

[00261] 109. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing a machine to machine (M2M) service

registration.

[00262] 110. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the performing the M2M service registration is performed in response

to a determination that the M2M service registration is necessary.

[00263] 111. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the M2M service registration is performed using a Uniform Resource

Locator (URL) or Uniform Resource Indicator (URI) associated with the

WTRU.



[00264] 112. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising accessing a M2M server.

[00265] 113. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising uploading data to the M2M server.

[00266] 114. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the uploading the data to the M2M server is performed using a

Uniform Resource Location (URL) or Uniform Resource Indicator (URI)

associated with the WTRU.

[00267] 115. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the URL or the URI is associated with an account associated with the

WTRU.

[00268] 116. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising releasing a radio resource.

[00269] 117. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising releasing an IP address.

[00270] 118. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the releasing the IP address is performed in response to a last

transmission or a last time period in an awake cycle.

[00271] 119. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising maintaining a registration status through a sleep cycle.

[00272] 120. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising maintaining an IP address through a sleep cycle.

[00273] 121. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising transmitting data to or receiving data from a wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU), the data related to maintenance by the WTRU

of Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity during a sleep cycle.

[00274] 122. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising transmitting data to or receiving data from a wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU), the data related to a release by the WTRU of

Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity during a sleep cycle.

[00275] 123. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising transmitting data to or receiving data from a wireless



transmit/receive unit (WTRU), the data related to maintenance by the WTRU

of Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity during a sleep cycle.

[00276] 124. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising transmitting data to or receiving data from a wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU), the data related to a release by the WTRU of

Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity during a sleep cycle.

[00277] 125. A method for use in a wireless transmit/receive unit

(WTRU) which s configured for machine type communications (MTC),

comprising determining a designation of the WTRU in response to an event,

wherein the WTRU belongs to a group.

[00278] 126. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing registration with a MTC server for all members

of the group on a condition that the WTRU is a designated WTRU.

[00279] 127. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining connectivity information.

[00280] 128. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising uploading data to the MTC server.

[00281] 129. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein performing registration performs an international mobile subscriber

identity (IMSI) attachment procedure.

[00282] 130. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the designated WTRU obtains radio resources and performs

authorization and authentication, and wherein all group members use same

radio resources.

[00283] 131. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein a designated WTRU is set by at least one of a network, randomly,

hash algorithm or pre-configuration.

[00284] 132. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein a designated WTRU or the WTRU upon successful completion of

registration by a designated WTRU, further comprises obtaining one of a

group based packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI) or a group

based IMSI.



[00285] 133. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining an Internet Protocol (IP) address.

[00286] 134. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining user plane radio resource information.

[00287] 135. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing MTC service registration using one of a

uniform resource identity (URI) or a uniform resource locator (URL) on a

condition that the WTRU is a designated WTRU or upon MTC server

requirement

[00288] 136. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising accessing the MTC server based on the URI or URL.

[00289] 137. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising upon the WTRU being the last WTRU, performing one of

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and registration; and

entering a sleep cycle.

[00290] 138. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein one of a designated WTRU or a last WTRU performs the one of

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and registration.

[00291] 139. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising entering a wake up cycle from the sleep cycle in response

to the event.

[00292] 140. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising listening for system updates from one of a control channel,

broadcast channel and a multicast channel, wherein the WTRU does not have

to re-register.

[00293] 141. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the wake up cycle includes a control cycle and reporting cycle.

[00294] 142. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments, upon

detection of a reporting cycle, further comprising obtaining radio resources for



all members of the group on a condition that the WTRU is a designated

WTRU.

[00295] 143. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining user plane radio resource information.

[00296] 144. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing MTC service registration using one of a

uniform resource identity (URI) or a uniform resource locator (URL) upon

MTC server requirement.

[00297] 145. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising accessing the MTC server based on the URI or URL.

[00298] 146. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining an IP address on a condition that the WTRU is a

designated WTRU.

[00299] 147. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising upon the WTRU being the last WTRU, performing one of

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and registration.

[00300] 148. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising entering the sleep cycle.

[00301] 149. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments, upon

detection of a control cycle, further comprising re-entering the sleep cycle upon

determining an absence of a paging message.

[00302] 150. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments, upon

detection of a control cycle, further comprising designating the WTRU as a

designated WTRU upon receipt of an individual page.

[00303] 151. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining radio resources for all members of the group on a

condition that the WTRU is a designated WTRU.

[00304] 152. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining user plane radio resource information.

[00305] 153. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising performing MTC service registration using one of a



uniform resource identity (URI) or a uniform resource locator (URL) upon

MTC server requirement.

[00306] 154. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising accessing the MTC server based on the URI or URL.

[00307] 155. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising obtaining an IP address on a condition that the WTRU is a

designated WTRU.

[00308] 156. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising upon the WTRU being the last WTRU, performing one of

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and registration.

[00309] 157. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising entering the sleep cycle.

[00310] 158. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

further comprising waiting for a paging message including WTRU designation

information.

[00311] 159. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein individual WTRUs allocate different local IP addresses for the

duration of the reporting cycle.

[00312] 160. The method as in any of the preceding embodiments,

wherein the WTRU is updated using a paging message with IMSI/ P-TMSI

and account numbers.

[00313] 161. A wireless transmit receive unit (WTRU) configured to

perform a method as in any one of embodiments 1-160.

[00314] 162. A base station configured to perform the method as in any

one of embodiments 1-160.

[00315] 163. An integrated circuit configured to perform the method of

any one of embodiments 1-160.

[00316] Although features and elements are described above in particular

combinations, one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that each feature

or element can be used alone or in any combination with the other features

and elements. In addition, the methods described herein may be implemented



in a computer program, software, or firmware incorporated in a computer-

readable medium for execution by a computer or processor. Examples of

computer-readable media include electronic signals (transmitted over wired or

wireless connections) and computer-readable storage media. Examples of

computer-readable storage media include, but are not limited to, a read only

memory (ROM), a random access memory (RAM), a register, cache memory,

semiconductor memory devices, magnetic media such as internal hard disks

and removable disks, magneto- optical media, and optical media such as CD-

ROM disks, and digital versatile disks (DVDs). A processor in association

with software may be used to implement a radio frequency transceiver for use

in a WTRU, UE, terminal, base station, RNC, or any host computer.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for use in a wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU)

which s configured for machine type communications (MTC), comprising:

determining a designation of the WTRU in response to an event,

wherein the WTRU belongs to a group;

performing registration with a MTC server for all members of the group

on a condition that the WTRU is a designated WTRU;

obtaining connectivity information; and

uploading data to the MTC server.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein performing registration performs

an international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) attachment procedure.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the designated WTRU obtains

radio resources and performs authorization and authentication, and wherein

all group members use same radio resources.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein a designated WTRU is set by at

least one of a network, randomly, hash algorithm or pre-configuration.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein a designated WTRU or the

WTRU upon successful completion of registration by a designated WTRU,

further comprises:

obtaining one of a group based packet-temporary mobile subscriber

identity (P-TMSI) or a group based IMSI;

obtaining an Internet Protocol (IP) address; and

obtaining user plane radio resource information.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:



performing MTC service registration using one of a uniform resource

identity (URI) or a uniform resource locator (URL) on a condition that the

WTRU is a designated WTRU or upon MTC server requirement; and

accessing the MTC server based on the URI or URL.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

upon the WTRU being the last WTRU, performing one of:

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining

registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and

registration; and

entering a sleep cycle.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein one of a designated WTRU or a

last WTRU performs the one of:

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining

registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and

registration.

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising:

entering a wake up cycle from the sleep cycle in response to the event;

and

listening for system updates from one of a control channel, broadcast

channel and a multicast channel, wherein the WTRU does not have to r e

register.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the wake up cycle includes a

control cycle and reporting cycle.

11. The method of claim 10, upon detection of a reporting cycle,

further comprising:



obtaining radio resources for all members of the group on a condition

that the WTRU is a designated WTRU;

obtaining user plane radio resource information;

performing MTC service registration using one of a uniform resource

identity (URI) or a uniform resource locator (URL) upon MTC server

requirement; and

accessing the MTC server based on the URI or URL.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

obtaining an IP address on a condition that the WTRU is a designated

WTRU.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

upon the WTRU being the last WTRU, performing one of:

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining

registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and

registration; and

entering the sleep cycle.

14. The method of claim 10, upon detection of a control cycle, further

comprising:

re-entering the sleep cycle upon determining an absence of a paging

message.

15. The method of claim 10, upon detection of a control cycle, further

comprising:

designating the WTRU as a designated WTRU upon receipt of an

individual page;

obtaining radio resources for all members of the group on a condition

that the WTRU is a designated WTRU;

obtaining user plane radio resource information;



performing MTC service registration using one of a uniform resource

identity (URI) or a uniform resource locator (URL) upon MTC server

requirement; and

accessing the MTC server based on the URI or URL.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

obtaining an IP address on a condition that the WTRU is a designated

WTRU.

17. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

upon the WTRU being the last WTRU, performing one of:

releasing radio resources and IP addresses and maintaining

registration; or

releasing radio resources and maintaining IP addresses and

registration; and

entering the sleep cycle.

18. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

waiting for a paging message including WTRU designation information.

19. The method of claim 11, wherein individual WTRUs allocate

different local IP addresses for the duration of the reporting cycle.

20. The method of claim 15, wherein the WTRU is updated using a

paging message with IMSI/ P-TMSI and account numbers.

21. A wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU) for machine type

communications (MTC), comprising:

a transmitter;

a receiver;

a processor in communication with the receiver and transmitter;



the processor configured to determine a designation of the WTRU in

response to an event, wherein the WTRU belongs to a group;

the processor configured to perform registration with a MTC server for

all members of the group on a condition that the WTRU is a designated

WTRU;

the processor, transmitter and receiver configured to obtain

connectivity information; and

the transmitter configured to upload data to the MTC server.

22. The WTRU of claim 21, wherein the designated WTRU obtains

radio resources and performs authorization and authentication, and wherein

all group members use same radio resources.

23. The WTRU of claim 21, wherein a designated WTRU or the

WTRU upon successful completion of registration by a designated WTRU,

further comprises:

the processor, transmitter and receiver configured to obtain one of a

group based packet-temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI) or a group

based IMSI;

the processor, transmitter and receiver configured to obtain an Internet

Protocol (IP) address; and

the processor, transmitter and receiver configured to obtain user plane

radio resource information.

24. The WTRU of claim 23, further comprising:

upon the WTRU being the last WTRU, performing one of:

the processor, transmitter and receiver configured to release radio

resources and IP addresses and maintain registration; or

the processor, transmitter and receiver configured to release radio

resources and maintain IP addresses and registration; and

the WTRU configured to enter a sleep cycle.



25. The WTRU of claim 24, further comprising:

the WTRU configured to enter a wake up cycle from the sleep cycle in

response to the event; and

the processor and receiver configured to listen for system updates from

one of a control channel, broadcast channel and a multicast channel, wherein

the WTRU does not have to re-register.
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